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Context

Knowledge society/economy
increased importance of intellectual property (IP)

Globalisation of research & innovation
+ new R&D mechanisms (e.g. open innovation)

increased (international) flows of knowledge & IP

New players in R&I (esp. emerging countries) – with 
different IPR/TT cultures new risks

High (increasing) level of IPR infringement worldwide

European paradox (still): good R&D, poor exploitation 
(especially in academic environments, but improving)



Problems

Fighting IPR infringements:
• International trade (only) of counterfeits valued at $ 250 bn/year
• 103 million articles (suspected of infringing IP rights) detained at 

EU border in 2010.  More than 80 % came from China.
• Impact on EU competitiveness  (growth & jobs) 

+ health and safety risks in certain cases (medicines, spare parts, …)

Promoting (consensual) technology transfer:
• High expectations in particular from developing countries
• Limited tools for public authorities (joint R&D programmes, mobility 

of researchers, …)
• Risk of non-consensual (forced) TT in certain cases (IP theft !)



How we tackle them

In a legislative way:
• Multilateral agreements (development/negotiation and 

implementation): TRIPs (incl. flexibilities), ACTA, WIPO treaties, etc.
• Bilateral agreements: IPR chapters in bilateral trade agreements 

(based on the EU acquis regarding IPR)

In a non-legislative way:
• « IP Dialogues » with the authorities of key third countries 

(with participation of EU industry)

• Technical IPR assistance to specific third countries: to promote 
capacity building, training, etc. (e.g. « IPR2 » project in China)

• Assistance to EU right-holders: e.g. « China IPR SME Helpdesk »



Also through policy initiatives – An example

Commission Communication "Improving knowledge transfer 
between research institutions and industry across Europe"
(COM(2007)182) (Annex : "Voluntary guidelines for universities and other 
research institutions to improve their links with industry across Europe")
Commission Recommendation on the management of 
intellectual property in knowledge transfer activities and Code of 
Practice for universities and other public research organisations
(C(2008)1329)

Council Resolution inviting (i.a.) Member States to actively 
support the Recommendation, and to promote the effective take-
up of the Code of Practice by universities and other public research 
organisations (May 2008)



Situation in ChinaSituation in China

Western companies have concerns:
IPR enforcement: litigation is slow; very high formality 
requirements; difficulty to obtain preliminary injunctions; low 
deterrence of sanctions; low predictability in Court decisions; private 
criminal enforcement almost impossible (procedural barriers – courts do not 
reply)

Weakening of IP rights in certain cases
(compulsory licensing, etc.)

Non-consensual (forced) tech transfer
in certain cases



At the same time (paradoxically): strong increase in IPR 
protection – mainly due to domestic companies (subsidized !)
– may create issues regarding freedom-to-operate



China – Weakening of IP rights

Compulsory licensing: broad power to courts; a patentee 
may lose his right to claim injunctive relief (→ only licence fee)

Standardisation: similar situation (CN Supreme Court, 2008):
if a patentee participates in the formulation of a CN technical 
standard, he is then prevented from suing for patent infringement 
any third party employing that standard.  
The patentee can ask for fees – which, however, shall be 
substantially lower than normal license fees.

Climate change: In the current international negotiations 
(UNFCCC), China (& DCs) claims that IPRs are barriers to the 
deployment of green technologies in developing countries they 
propose patentability exclusions, compulsory licensing, etc.



China – The 
Schneider case
Chint Group Corporation CN utility model (for a low voltage 
breaker) – slight modification of a Schneider technology, patented 
in several European countries
On the basis of this "junk" IP right, Chint sued Schneider’s local 
subsidiary damages of 31 million € (settled: 17,4 M€)
The court (of Chint's hometown !) did not properly consider that: 

• the circuit breaker had been imported and used before application by Chint 
in CN, destroying the novelty of their utility model, 

• the utility model contained only a minor modification of one small element of 
a breaker previously patented by Schneider in Europe, thus lacked 
inventiveness.

Invalidation of the utility model failed due to formality 
requirements for the evidence provided (not sufficiently "coherent" 
and "relevant")



Potential risks regarding 
tech transfer in China

Several papers warn companies about the IPR-related risks 
they may face when doing business in/with China 
(including setting up a collaboration, etc.)

A particular risk is « non-consensual » tech transfer, 
resulting e.g. from compulsory licensing (also in a 
stardardisation context), compulsory joint-venturing in 
certain cases, …



(1) « Intellectual Property Rights in China: Risk Assessment, 
Avoidance Strategy and Problem Solving (‘The China IPR 
Guidelines’) » 
(UK China IPR Forum, 2004 – 
http://www.chinabusinesssolutions.com/dbimg/china_ipr_guidelines1.01.pdf)

Contents:
1. Introduction
2. Explanation of IPR Basics
3. Strategic Considerations
4. Avoiding IPR Problems
5. Halting Abuse and Obtaining Redress
6. Cultural and Societal Issues

http://www.chinabusinesssolutions.com/dbimg/china_ipr_guidelines1.01.pdf


(2) « Technology transfer to China: Guidance for 
businesses » (China IPR SME Helpdesk, 2008 – http://www.china- 
iprhelpdesk.eu/media/docs/Tech_transfer_English.pdf)

including « General precautions against unwanted 
loss of technology and IPR » 
(e.g. « Wherever possible you should design products for 
sourcing in China on a modular basis, so that different 
modules can be produced by different manufacturers, thus 
ensuring that each supplier obtains only partial 
knowledge. »)

http://www.china-iprhelpdesk.eu/media/docs/Tech_transfer_English.pdf
http://www.china-iprhelpdesk.eu/media/docs/Tech_transfer_English.pdf


(3) « Technologietransfer nach China - Ein unkalkulierbares 
Risiko für die Länder der Triade Europa, USA und 
Japan? » (Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, 2008 – http://library.fes.de/pdf- 
files/stabsabteilung/06062.pdf)
Excerpt (informal translation):

« Risks related to technology transfer are present, in 
different ways, at all stages of engagement.  Therefore, 
the whole value creation chain, including suppliers, 
customers, competitors and staff, must be involved in IPR 
management in order to fight counterfeiting and piracy 
effectively. »

http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/stabsabteilung/06062.pdf
http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/stabsabteilung/06062.pdf


What does the Commission do?  (China)

Official cooperation mechanisms, including IP Dialogue, IP 
Working Group and ad-hoc coordination with CN govt.
(Fake Market initiative, Special campaign against counterfeiting & 
piracy, Customs cooperation (Action Plan), …)

Technical Assistance: IPR2 (www.ipr2.org) (incl. task force on patent 
quality), future “IP-Key” project, IPR module in EUCTP II (www.euctp.org)

China IPR SME Helpdesk (www.china-iprhelpdesk.eu)

Follow-up on individual cases

Bringing actors together – e.g. EU-US strategic partnership
(→ discussions on CN’s indigenous innovation policy, …)



Conclusions

R&D cooperation with third countries is full of 
opportunities … and of risks
Mutual benefits & EU competitiveness are key objectives
Proper management of IPR/TT is even more important in 
an international context (with non-EU partners)

Need to be aware of specific features of the respective 
IPR/TT frameworks → to assess benefits vs. risks on a 
case-by-case basis



Thank you for your attention !

For more information:
http://ec.europa.eu/trade/creating-opportunities/trade- 

topics/intellectual-property

http://ec.europa.eu/trade/creating-opportunities/trade-topics/intellectual-property
http://ec.europa.eu/trade/creating-opportunities/trade-topics/intellectual-property
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